Abstract. Partial words are sequences over a finite alphabet that may have holes that match, or are compatible with, all letters in the alphabet; partial words without holes are simply words. Given a partial word w, we denote by subw(n) the set of subwords of w of length n, i.e., words over the alphabet that are compatible with factors of w of length n. We call a set S of words h-representable if S = subw(n) for some integer n and partial word w with h holes. Using a graph theoretical approach, we show that the problem of whether a given set is h-representable can be decided in polynomial time. We also investigate other computational problems related to this concept of representability.
Introduction
In the past several years, algorithms and combinatorics on words, or sequences of letters over a finite alphabet, have been developing and many important applications in several areas including emergent areas, such as Bioinformatics and DNA computing, have been found (see, for instance, [6, 10] ). In 1999, being motivated by molecular biology of nucleic acids, Berstel and Boasson [2] used the terminoloy of partial words for sequences that may have undefined positions, called don't-care symbols or holes, that match any letter in the alphabet (sequences with don't-cares were actually introduced by Fischer and Paterson [7] in 1974). Partial words are a special case of so-called generalized or indeterminate or degenerate sequences, first discussed in 1987 by Abrahamson [1] and studied since 2003. Algorithms and combinatorics on partial words have been recently the subject of much investigation (see, for instance, [3] ).
In this paper, we introduce a few computational problems on partial words related to subwords. Subwords have been studied in relation to combinatorics on words (see, for instance, [9] ). In particular, we define Rep, or the problem of deciding whether a set S of words of length n can be represented by a partial word w, i.e., whether S = sub w (n). If h is a non-negative integer, we also define h-Rep, or the problem of deciding whether S can be represented by a partial word with exactly h holes. Recently, Blanchet-Sadri et al. [4] started the study of representing languages by infinite partial words. Here, we deal with finite representing partial words rather than infinite ones. One of our motivations for studying representability of sets of words of equal length is the construction of compressed de Bruijn sequences, which are partial words of minimal length representing A n for some alphabet A and integer n [5] .
It is known that 0-Rep is in P. Indeed, set sub S (m) = {x | |x| = m and x is a subword of some s ∈ S} and let G S = (V, E) be the digraph where V = sub S (n − 1) and E = S, with s ∈ S being directed from s[0..n − 1) to s[1..n). Finding a word w such that sub w (n) = S is the same as finding a path in G S that includes every edge at least once. However, showing the membership of h-Rep in P is not that simple.
The contents of our paper is as follows: In Section 2, we prove the membership of Rep and h-Rep in N P. In Section 3, for any fixed non-negative integer h, we describe an algorithm that runs in polynomial time which, given a set S of words of length n, decides if there is a partial word w with h holes such that S = sub w (n) (our algorithm actually constructs w), showing the membership of h-Rep in P. In Section 4, we prove that some natural subproblem of Rep is in P. Finally in Section 5, we conclude with some remarks.
We need some background material on partial words (for more information, we refer the reader to [3] ). An alphabet A is a non-empty finite set of letters. A (full) word w = a 0 · · · a n−1 over A is a finite concatenation of letters a i ∈ A. The length of w, denoted by |w|, is the number of letters in w. The empty word ε is the unique word of length zero. A partial word w over A is a sequence of symbols over the extended alphabet A ∪ { }, where / ∈ A plays the role of a hole symbol. The symbol at position i is denoted by w[i]. The set of defined positions of w, denoted by D(w), consists of the i's with w[i] ∈ A and the set of holes of w, denoted by H(w), consists of the i's with w[i] = . If H(w) = ∅, then w is a (full) word.
For two partial words w and w of equal length, we denote by w ⊂ w the containment of w in w , i.e., w[i] = w [i] for all i ∈ D(w); we denote by w ↑ w the compatibility of w with w , i.e.,
A completionŵ is a full word compatible with a given partial word w. For example, ab b ⊂ ab ab, ab b ↑ a a , and ababb is one of the four completions of ab b over the binary alphabet {a, b}.
If w is a partial word over A, then a factor of w is a block of consecutive symbols of w and a subword of w is a full word over A compatible with a factor of w. For instance, ab b is a factor of aaab ba , while abaab, ababb, abbab, abbbb are the subwords compatible with that factor. The factor
will be abbreviated by w[i..j), the discrete interval [i..j) being the set {i, i + 1, . . . j − 1}. Then sub(w) is the set of all subwords of w; similarly, sub w (n) is the set of all subwords of w of length n. Letting h be a non-negative integer, we call a set S of words h-representable if S = sub w (n) for some integer n and partial word w with h holes; we call S representable if it is h-representable for some h.
We also need some background material on graph theory. For instance, recall that a digraph G is strongly connected if, for every pair of vertices u and v, there exists a path from u to v. For other concepts not defined here, we refer the reader to [8] .
Membership of Rep and h-Rep in N P
In this section, we show that Rep and h-Rep are both in N P. To do this we need the following lemmas. Lemma 1. Let S be a set of words of length n. If S is representable, then there exists a partial word w with |w| ≤ n(2|S| − 1) +
Proof. Assume that w is the shortest partial word such that S = sub w (n). Set S = {s 0 , . . . , s |S|−1 }. Let i j be the smallest integer such that
Without loss of generality, we can assume that 0
Clearly, the partial word w[0..i |S|−1 + n) contains every word in S as a subword, so since w is minimal it must be the case that w = w[0..i |S|−1 +n), which implies
Now, assume towards a contradiction that i j − i j−1 > j + 2n for some j, where 1 ≤ j ≤ |S| − 1. By definition of i j , this implies that if i j−1 ≤ l < i j then w[l..l+n) is compatible with one of s 0 , . . . , s j−1 . However, since i j −i j−1 > j +2n there must be at least j + 1 integers in the discrete interval [i j−1 + n..i j − n). By the pigeonhole principle, this implies that we can find j , l 1 , and l 2 such that 0
Since s j is a full word, we have both containments w[l 1 ..
Thus consider the partial word w = w[0..l 1 )s j w[l 2 + n..|w|). We want to prove that sub w (n) = S. First, consider s l ∈ S. If l ≤ j − 1 we get i l + n ≤ l 1 , thus w[i l ..i l + n) is a factor of w[0..l 1 ), which by definition of i l means s l is a subword of w[0..l 1 ), and thus is a subword of w . A similar argument works when l ≥ j, so S ⊆ sub w (n). Next, consider s ∈ sub w (n). Then s is a subword of either w[0..l 1 )s j or s j w[l 2 + n..|w|). Without loss of generality, assume it is a subword of w[0..
This implies that s is a subword of w, and thus must be in S. Therefore, S = sub w (n).
Note, however, that w is strictly shorter than w, which contradicts the minimality of w. Therefore, i j − i j−1 ≤ j + 2n for all j ∈ [1..|S|). So we get
Lemma 2. Let S be a set of words of length n. If S is h-representable, then there exists a partial word w with h holes such that |w| ≤ n + (|S| + n + 1)(|S| + h − 1) and such that S = sub w (n).
Proof. The proof is similar to the one of Lemma 1.
Proposition 1.
Rep and h-Rep are in N P.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2.
The question arises as to whether the problems Rep and h-Rep are in P.
3 Membership of h-Rep in P
As mentioned before, 0-Rep is in P. In this section, we show that h-Rep is also in P for any fixed non-negative integer h. We describe a polynomial time algorithm, Algorithm 3, that given a set S of words of length n, decides if there is a partial word w with h holes such that S = sub w (n). If so, this algorithm constructs one such w.
The following definition partitions the set of vertices of a digraph into disjoint sets.
and for i > 0,
be the subgraph of G spanned by V i , we say that V 0 , . . . , V r is the decomposition of V with respect to .
In some sense, we can consider V 0 to consist of all minimal elements in V with respect to , V 1 to consist of all minimal elements in V − V 0 , and so on. This comes naturally from thinking of as a preorder.
Example 1. Consider the set S consisting of the following 30 words of length six:
aaaaaa aabbaa abbbaa baabbb bbabab bbbabb aaaaab aabbba abbbab bababb bbabbb bbbbaa aaaabb aabbbb abbbba babbba bbbaaa bbbbab aaabba ababbb abbbbb babbbb bbbaab bbbbba aaabbb abbaab baabba bbaabb bbbaba bbbbbb
Now consider the digraph G S = (V, E) where E = S and V = sub S (5) is the set consisting of 20 words of length five. Then the decomposition of V with respect to consists of the sets:
The following lemma gives useful properties of the decomposition of Definition 1.
Lemma 3. Let G = (V, E) be a digraph and let V 0 , . . . , V r be the decomposition of V with respect to .
Proof. First, consider i < j. Assume u ∈ V j and v ∈ V i are such that u v.
and w u, the assumption that u v implies w v. Since v ∈ V i this implies v w, so since u v it follows that u w. We get u ∈ V i , which is impossible.
Finally, consider i ∈ [0..r) and let v ∈ V i+1 . By the above, there exists u ∈ V i such that u v. Let u = u 0 , u 1 , . . . , u l = v be a path from u to v. Note that since there is no path from any vertex in V r to any vertex in V i+1 for r > i + 1, it follows, since u l ∈ V i+1 , that if u j ∈ V r then r ≤ i+1. By a similar argument, r ≥ i. Then let l be the smallest integer such that u l ∈ V i+1 . The above tells us that u l −1 ∈ V i , so (u l −1 , u l ) is the desired edge.
The following definition introduces our set S h , given a set S of words of length n. This set is crucial in the description of our algorithm. We then show, in a lemma, that if w is a partial word with h holes whose set of subwords of length n is a non-empty subset of S, then w can somehow be built from a h-holed sequence in S h . Definition 2. Given a set S of words of length n, we define the set S h such that (s 0 , . . . , s l−1 ) ∈ S h if l > 0 and the following conditions hold: 1. Each s i is a partial word with |s i | ≥ n − 1; 2. The partial word s 0 · · · s l−1 has exactly h holes; 3. Each s i , except possibly s 0 and s l−1 , has at least one hole; 4. If x is a full word and a factor of some s i , then |x| < 2n; 5. If s i [j] = , then for i > 0 we have that j ≥ n − 1, and for i < l − 1 we have that j < |s i | − n + 1; 6. For each i and for every m ≤ n, sub si (m) ⊆ sub S (m).
Lemma 4. Let S be a set of words of length n and w be a partial word with h holes. If sub w (n) ⊆ S and sub w (n) = ∅, then there exists (s 0 , . . . , s l−1 ) ∈ S h such that w = s 0 w 0 s 1 w 1 · · · w l−2 s l−1 , where each w i is a full word.
Proof. We proceed by induction on |w|. This holds trivially if |w| = n by letting s 0 = w and l = 1. Therefore assume that the claim holds for all w with |w | < |w|. If w does not contain any full word of length greater than or equal to 2n as a factor, letting l = 1 and s 0 = w, gives us what we want. Therefore, assume that w contains a factor y that is a full word of length at least 2n. Furthermore, assume that |y| is maximal. There exists i such that w[i..i + |y|) = y. Furthermore, the maximality of y implies that either i+|y| = |w|, i = 0, or
Consider the case
holes. Then by the inductive hypothesis, there exist (t 0 , . . . , t l0−1 ) ∈ S h0 and full words w 0 , . . . , w l0−2 such that x 0 = t 0 w 0 · · · w l0−2 t l0−1 . Similarly, there exist (t 0 , . . . , t l1−1 ) ∈ S h1 and full words w 0 , . . . , w l1−2 such that z 0 = t 0 w 0 · · · w l1−2 t l1−1 . We can let (s 0 , . . . , s l−1 ) = (t 0 , . . . , t l0−1 , t 0 , . . . , t l1−1 ) ∈ S h when both t l0−1 and t 0 have holes; otherwise, in the case of t l0−1 having a hole and t 0 having no hole for instance, we can let (s 0 , . . . , s l−1 ) = (t 0 , . . . , t l0−1 , t 1 , . . . , t l1−1 ). Our next step is to prove that Algorithm 1, given below, generates S h in polynomial time. The idea behind the algorithm is simple. Basically if (s 0 , . . . , s l−1 ) ∈ S h , then l ≤ h+2. Furthermore, there exists a constant c such that |s i | < cn, and each s i can be created by concatenating subwords of elements of S. Using this, it is easy to produce S h by enumerating all such (s 0 , . . . , s l−1 )'s. Algorithm 1 works as follows:
-Creates T 0 , the set of all t 0 t 1 · · · t 2h+1 , where each t j ∈ sub(S) (sub(S) denotes the set of subwords of elements of S); -For h = 1, . . . , h, creates T h by inserting h holes into the elements of T 0 (i.e., by replacing h positions by 's);
; -Removes from S any sequence (s 0 , . . . , s l−1 ) that does not satisfy one of the conditions 1-6 of Definition 2; -Returns S h = S .
The size of the set sub(S)
2h+2 is bounded by a polynomial in the size of the input.
Algorithm 1
for t ∈ T h −1 do 8:
for j = 0 to |t| − 1 do 9:
if t[j] = then 10:
Letting t = t, replace t if si is a full word and i / ∈ {0, l − 1}, or si contains a in its prefix of length n − 1 and i = 0, or si contains a in its suffix of length n − 1 and i = l − 1, or |si| < n − 1, or si contains a full word t of length at least 2n as a factor then 16: remove s from S 17:
for m = 1 to n do 18:
remove s from S 20:
if s0 · · · s l−1 does not contain exactly h holes then 21: remove s from S 22: return S h = S Lemma 5. For any fixed non-negative integer h, Algorithm 1 generates S h in polynomial time given a set S of words of length n.
Proof. Let T 0 , T h , T , etc. be as in the algorithm. First we want to show that if (s 0 , . . . , s l−1 ) ∈ S h , then s i ∈ T . To see this, letŝ i be any completion of s i . Then the facts that s i contains at most h holes and no full word of length greater than or equal to 2n as a factor imply that |ŝ i | = |s i | ≤ 2n − 1 + h(2n) = 2(h + 1)n − 1. This means that |ŝ i | = qn + q for some integers q and q , where 0 ≤ q < n and q < 2h + 2. Thus we can writeŝ i = t 0 t 1 · · · t 2h+1 where t j is of length n for j < q, t q is of length q , and t j = ε for all other j. Note for each j, since |t j | ≤ n, we have by definition of S h that t j ∈ subŝ i (|t j |) ⊆ sub si (|t j |) ⊆ sub S (|t j |). Therefore (t 0 , . . . , t 2h+1 ) ∈ sub(S) 2h+2 , where sub(S) is the set of all subwords of S, soŝ i = t 0 t 1 · · · t 2h+1 ∈ T 0 = T 0 by Lines 3-4.
Then by a simple induction argument, if s is formed fromŝ i by inserting h ≤ h holes then s ∈ T h ⊆ T (see Lines 5-11). In particular, s i ∈ T . Since this is true for all i, it follows that (s 0 , . . . , s l−1 ) ∈ T l . Note that l ≤ h + 2 since s 0 · · · s l−1 contains h holes, and for i ∈ [1..l − 1), we know that s i must contain at least one of the holes. Thus, (s 0 , . . . , s l−1 ) ∈ T l ⊆ S (see Line 12). We have now reached the for loop on Line 13 of the algorithm. Assume that s = (s 0 , . . . , s l−1 ) ∈ S . Then, by looking at the interior of this for loop (Lines 14-21), s is not removed from S if and only if the conditions 1-6 of Definition 2 hold. Furthermore, by construction l > 0. Therefore s is removed from S if and only if s / ∈ S h . Since S h ⊆ S at the beginning of the loop, it follows that at the end of the loop S h = S . The algorithm then returns S h = S on Line 22. We know that |sub(S)| ≤ |S|n 2 + 1 (since each element of S contains at most n non-empty subwords beginning at each of its n positions). Thus |sub(S) 2h+2 | ≤ (|S|n 2 + 1) 2h+2 , a polynomial in the input.
Our next step is to prove that Algorithm 2 constructs, in polynomial time, a partial word w with h holes such that sub w (n) = S from a given h-holed sequence (s 0 , . . . , s l−1 ) in S h if such partial word exists. Algorithm 2 uses the decomposition of the vertex set V of G = G S = (V, E) with respect to , i.e., V 0 , . . . , V r . The partial word w has the form
where each w j is a path from s j [|s j | − n + 1..|s j |) to s j+1 [0..n − 1) satisfying some conditions related to the spanned subgraphs G 0 , . . . , G r .
Lemma 6. Let S be a set of words of length n and s = (s 0 , . . . , s l−1 ) ∈ S h . If there exists a partial word w with h holes such that sub w (n) = S and w = s 0 x 0 s 1 x 1 · · · x l−2 s l−1 for some full words x j , then Algorithm 2 returns a partial word w with h holes such that sub w (n) = S and w = s 0 y 0 s 1 y 1 · · · y l−2 s l−1 for some full words y j . Otherwise, it returns null. Furthermore, the algorithm runs in polynomial time.
Algorithm 2 Checking words for s = (s 0 , . . . , s l−1 ) ∈ S h , where S is a set of words of length n
return s0 5:
return null 7: Decompose V into V0, . . . , Vr with respect to 8: for j = 0 to l − 1 do 9:
if j > 0 then 10:
Let s0,j = sj[0..n − 1) 11:
Let i0,j be the index with s0,j ∈ Vi 0,j 12:
if j < l − 1 then 13:
Let s1,j = sj[|sj| − n + 1..|sj|) 14:
Let i1,j be the index with s1,j ∈ Vi 1,j 15: for j = 0 to l − 2 do 16:
if i1,j > i0,j+1 then 17:
return null 18:
if j = 0 and i0,j > i1,j then 19: return null 20: for i = 0 to r do 21: if i1,j ≤ i ≤ i0,j+1 for some j, and Gi is not strongly connected then 22: return null 23: for i = 0 to r − 1 do 24:
Choose ui ∈ Vi and vi+1 ∈ Vi+1 such that (ui, vi+1) ∈ E (this can be done by Lemma 3) 25: for j = 0 to l − 2 do 26:
Choose a path pi 1,j from s1,j to ui 1,j that includes every edge in Ei 1,j (this can be done since Gi 1,j is strongly connected) 27:
for i = i1,j + 1 to i0,j+1 − 1 do 28:
Choose a path pi from vi to ui that includes every edge in Ei (this can be done since Gi is strongly connected) 29:
If i1,j = i0,j+1, choose a path pi 0,j+1 from vi 0,j+1 to s0,j+1 that includes every edge in Ei 0,j+1 ; else choose a path pi 0,j+1 from ui 0,j+1 = ui 1,j to s0,j+1 that includes every edge in Ei 0,j+1 (this can be done since Gi 0,j+1 is strongly connected) 30:
Let Pj be the path in G produced by first taking pi 1,j , then the edge from ui 1,j to vi 1,j +1, then pi 1,j +1, then the edge from ui 1,j +1 to vi 1,j +2, and continuing until you reach s0,j+1 31:
Let wj be the word associated with the path Pj 32:
return w 35: else 36:
return null
Proof. Assume the algorithm returns null (the other case is simple). Suppose towards a contradiction that there exists w with h holes such that sub w (n) = S and w = s 0 x 0 s 1 x 1 · · · x l−2 s l−1 for some full words x j . We will check each return statement one by one to see which returned null. Let
.n − 1), then note that each w i is a full word with
Consider the return statement on Line 36 (the ones on Line 6, Line 19, Line 17, and Line 22 are simpler). This implies, if w is as in the algorithm, that sub w (n) = S. Note that if x ∈ sub w (n), then either x ∈ sub si (n) ⊆ S for some i or x ∈ sub wi (n) ⊆ S for some i; in either case, sub w (n) ⊆ S. Thus, there exists e ∈ S such that e / ∈ sub w (n). Since E = S, e is an edge in the edge set E of G. We can show that there exist i = i such that e is an edge from u ∈ V i to v ∈ V i (the case where e ∈ E i for some i leads to a contradiction). By Lemma 3, i < i . Note that e is not a subword of s j for any j, since otherwise it would be a subword of w. Thus, e is a subword of some w j . Lemma 3 implies that
Assume that i > i + 1. Set w j = yez for some y, z. Every subword of w j of length n − 1 is a subword of either ye[0..n − 1) = yu or e[1..n)z = vz. Since V i+1 = ∅, consider any x ∈ V i+1 . Then x cannot be a subword of yu since otherwise x u, contradicting Lemma 3. Similarly, it cannot be a subword of vz. By construction, however, x is a subword of w j , a contradiction. Now, assume that i = i + 1. By construction of P j , there must exist some u ∈ V i and v ∈ V i+1 such that f = (u , v ) is an edge in P j . Thus f is a subword of w. Since e is not a subword of w, we have f = e. However, both e and f must occur as subwords of w . This implies that there exists a completionŵ of w with f as a subword. Note, however, that since w j is full and w j is a factor of w , it must be a factor ofŵ , so e is also a subword ofŵ . Without loss of generality, we can assume that e occurs before f inŵ . This implies that v occurs before u inŵ , so v u (sinceŵ corresponds to a path in G). The latter along with v ∈ V i+1 and u ∈ V i contradict Lemma 3. is a path from aaaaa to aaaaa visiting every edge in G 0 and
is a path from abbbb to bbbba visiting every edge in G 3 .
Our next step is to prove that Algorithm 3 determines whether or not a given set of words of equal length is h-representable.
Algorithm 3
Deciding the h-representability of a set S of words of equal length
return ε 3: Generate S h using Algorithm 1 4: for s ∈ S h do 5:
Let w be the partial word produced by Algorithm 2 6:
if w = null then 7:
return w 8: return null Theorem 1. If a given input set S of words of length n is not h-representable, then Algorithm 3 returns null. Otherwise, it returns a partial word w with h holes such that sub w (n) = S. Furthermore, it runs in polynomial time.
Proof. It is not difficult to show that Algorithm 3 works. It also runs in polynomial time. This follows easily from the fact that Lemma 5 implies as a corollary that given any fixed non-negative integer h, there exists a polynomial f h (x, y) such that |S h | ≤ f h (|S|, n) (thus the for loop only iterates a polynomial number of times in the input size |S|), the fact that generating S h using Algorithm 1 takes polynomial time, and the fact that Algorithm 2 runs in polynomial time.
Corollary 1. h-Rep is in P for any fixed non-negative integer h.
Membership of a Subproblem of Rep in P
In this section, we give a subproblem of Rep that is in P. To prove this membership, we first need some terminology. Definition 3. Let S be a set of words of length n over some alphabet A, |A| = k > 1, and let G = G S = (V, E). A partial word path is a sequence A 0 , . . . , A m of non-empty subsets of V = sub S (n − 1) such that the following conditions 1-3 hold:
1. There exists a partial word u 0 satisfying |u 0 | = n − 1 and sub u0 (n − 1) = A 0 ;
For each i, either
A i = {va | a ∈ A and bv ∈ A i−1 for some b ∈ A} (2) or there exists an a ∈ A such that
3. If bv ∈ A i−1 and va ∈ A i for some a, b ∈ A and full word v, then bva ∈ E.
Let h be the number of i's such that Eq. (2) holds. We say that the partial word path A 0 , . . . , A m has h holes if h = log k |A 0 | + h (note that log k |A 0 | is the number of holes in u 0 , defined in Statement 1, because each hole in u 0 can be filled by one of k letters).
We say that a partial word path contains an edge e = (x, y) if there exists an i such that x ∈ A i and y ∈ A i+1 .
Finally, defining u i recursively by u i = u i−1 if A i satisfies Eq. (2) and u i = u i−1 a if A i satisfies Eq. (3) for some a ∈ A, we say that u m is a partial word associated with the partial word path A 0 , . . . , A m .
In the zero-hole case, the following remark tells us that S = sub w (n) for a full word w if and only if there is a path in G S including every edge at least once. This is decidable in polynomial time, as we knew already. Note, however, that the remark also gives a polynomial time algorithm that works in the one-hole case.
Remark 1. Let S be a set of words of length n. Then there exists a partial word w with h holes such that S = sub w (n) if and only if there exists a partial word path with h holes that includes every edge of G S at least once.
To see this, assuming that such a w exists, let A i = sub w[i..i+n−1) (n−1). Then A 0 , . . . , A |w|−n+1 is the partial word path we want. On the other hand, assuming that such a path A 0 , . . . , A m exists, the partial word w = u m associated with the partial word path A 0 , . . . , A m , as constructed in Definition 3, has h holes and satisfies sub w (n) = S.
We now have the terminolgy needed to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 7. Let S be a set of words of length n and let G = G S = (V, E), where V 0 , . . . , V r is the decomposition of V with respect to . Then there exists a partial word w such that S = sub w (n) and such that every subword of w of length n − 1 is compatible with exactly one factor of w if and only if V 0 , . . . , V r is a partial word path including every edge.
Proof. To show the backward implication, if w is the partial word associated with our partial word path, every subword of w of length n − 1 occurs exactly once in w and sub w (n) = S. To show the forward direction, assume there is a partial word w such that each subword of w of length n − 1 occurs exactly once, and sub w (n) = S. Let A 0 , . . . , A r be the partial word path associated with w. We want to prove that A i = V i . By construction, A i = sub w[i..i+n−1) (n − 1).
Suppose towards a contradiction that this is not the case, and let j be the smallest index such that A j = V j . Then let w = w[j..|w|) and let S = sub w (n). Let G = G S = (V , E ). Then each word in sub w (n − 1) occurs in w exactly once. Since each word in sub w (n − 1) occurs in w exactly once, it follows that sub w (n − 1) = sub w (n − 1) − If v ∈ A j then v has no incoming edges in G , since if it has an incoming edge e then A j , . . . , A r must contain e. This implies v must occur in A i for some i > j, contradicting the fact that each length n − 1 subword of w occurs exactly once in w . Since no v ∈ A j has incoming edges, A j ⊆ V 0 = V j . On the other hand, assume v ∈ V 0 , v ∈ A i for some i > j. This implies there is a path from some u ∈ A j to v. By definition of V 0 , this implies there is a path from v to u, contradicting the fact that u has no incoming edges. Therefore it must be that V j = V 0 = A j . This is a contradiction, so our claim follows.
Lemma 7 gives the following problem a membership in P.
Proposition 2. The problem of deciding whether a set S of words of length n can be represented by a partial word w, such that every subword of w of length n − 1 occurs exactly once in w (in other words, every element in sub S (n − 1) is compatible with exactly one factor of w), is in P.
Proof. The proof reduces to checking that the graph G S has the properties listed in Lemma 7. This check can clearly be done in polynomial time.
Conclusion
We provided a polynomial time algorithm to solve h-Rep, that is, given a set S of words of length n, our algorithm decides, in polynomial time with respect to the input size n|S|, whether there exists a partial word with h holes that represents S. Our algorithm also computes such a representing partial word. To find a more tractable algorithm is an open problem.
Whether or not Rep is in P is also an open problem. We have some hope that the following proposition might be useful in understanding Rep. Letting S be a set of words of length n, set Comp(S) = {u | u is a partial word and every completion of u is in S} The set Comp(S) is important because if sub w (n) = S, then every factor of length n of w is an element of Comp(S).
